
1. BTS BTS: Who are they and how did they become so successful? 

 

They've been number one on iTunes in over 65 countries, have got almost 12 million 

subscribers on YouTube and are the first K-pop band EVER to top the US album charts. 

It's fair to say, BTS is the K-pop band that is taking over the world. They are 

currently on their Love Yourself world tour, which will see the group come to 

the UK for the very first time. The group have sold out two shows at the O2 

Arena in London on 9 and 10 October. So who are this global musical 

sensation? Read below to find out more. 

'I've come to love myself for who I am' - BTS speak at United Nations 

The lead singer described the times he's often thought of quitting but has 

learned to overcome his insecurities and stop worrying what other people 

thought of him. 

"I have come to love myself for who I am, for who I was and for who I hope to 

become." 

2 Indonesia Indonesia earthquake and tsunami: Aid not reaching remote 

villages 

 

The 7.5 magnitude earthquake hit only six miles from the country's coast, and 

triggered a tsunami - a huge wave which hit the coastline. 

The tsunami was about six metres high, which is about the height of a small 

house. Officials say more than 1,400 people are known to have died, and the 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/45637358


city of Palu has been very badly damaged. Aid supplies have been arriving in 

the city, where survivors have had no access to running water or electricity. 

Rescuers are still trying to reach remote areas in Sulawesi, an Indonesian 

island cut off by the earthquake. Landslides, downed communications 

networks and collapsed bridges have made it hard for aid workers and 

rescuers to reach rural areas. Some people in the area are angry they have 

not yet received help, and say the country's President is only being told 

about the problems in Palu. 

The entire disaster zone is home to 1.4 million people and at least 70,000 

have gathered in evacuation sites across the island. The UN has warned that 

large parts of what might be the "worst-affected" areas have not been 

reached. "But the teams are pushing, they are doing what they can," UN 

humanitarian spokesperson Jen Laerke said late on Tuesday. 

Fears remain that the death toll could grow significantly higher as new areas 

are reached. The United Nations Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian 

Affairs says there are nearly 200,000 people in urgent need of assistance, 

about a quarter of them children. 

The British government said on Tuesday it was sending a transport aircraft 

filled with urgent aid to Indonesia. Defence secretary Gavin Williamson said: 

"Britain stands united with Indonesia as they recover from this devastating 

tragedy." 

 
3 Thai 

Thai cave boys to go on overseas tour to Argentina and USA 

 

It's been almost three months since 12 boys and their football coach were rescued 

from a cave in Thailand, Asia. 



The group had been trapped in there for more than two weeks before 

they were brought to safety. 

Now the boys are set to go on a government-organised trip to Argentina and 

the United States during a break from school, the National News Bureau of 

Thailand has reported. The Thai government says the 17-day trip isn't a 

holiday but to "show the world how our kids are". He said the trip also 

provides a chance for the boys to thank the rest of the world for the 

international rescue effort. 

Who are they? 

The boys are all members of the Wild Boars football team, who 

became trapped in underground caves in Thailand, Southeast Asia, on 2 

July 2018. 

They went to explore the caves when it was dry, but sudden heavy rains 

blocked the exit, with high water making it very difficult to get out. But 

rescuers managed to find their way into the network of caves and bring the 

boys and their coach food and other supplies. After a lot of planning a team 

of more than 90 divers helped to rescue them, bringing them all out safely. 

What have the boys been doing since their rescue? 

Shortly after their rescue the boys spent nine days at a Buddhist monastery 

practicing as junior monks. Their 25-year-old coach received monk's orders 

and stayed on for an extra three months. It had been planned for them to take six 

months out of the spotlight, to help them readjust to normal life after the experience. But 

instead they've ended up making lots of public appearances and interviews. 

Last month thousands of people swarmed a well-known square in the Thai 

capital to try and see the boys as they attended a formal thank-you dinner 

presided by the prime minister. Film companies are said to be fighting over 

turning the story into a film. There are also reports that the Thai government 

want to turn the cave site into a tourist destination, by building an on-site 

museum and creating a touring exhibition about the rescue. 
4 Black 
History 
Month 

BLACK HISTORY MONTH 

Black History Month in Britain: Great women you should know 

about 
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Black History Month has been marked in the UK for more than 30 years. It takes 

place during the month of October. 

 

Joan Armatrading (1950-today) 

Back to music and Joan Armatrading is a name that if you are into blues you 

may already know. This is because she was the first ever female UK artist to 

be nominated for a Grammy in the blues category. She went on to be 

nominated three times. She arrived in the UK at the age of seven, from the 

Caribbean island of Saint Kitts. She started writing songs at the age of 14. 

She also taught herself to play the guitar. In the 1970s, she became the first 

black British singer songwriter to enjoy great success abroad. Then, in 2007, 

she became the first female UK artist to debut at number 1 in the Billboards 

blues chart (which is like the top 40 chart for blues music in America). 

Evelyn Dove (1902-1987) 
Evelyn was the daughter of a lawyer from Sierra Leone in Africa and his 

English wife. She was a student at the Royal Academy of Music, which is a 

bit like the Royal Academy where Fanny Eaton modelled, but for music. 

While she was there, she performed with some of the world's top black 

entertainers and went on to become a singing and acting star of the 1920s. 

She became famous all over the world, at a time when black female 

performers would struggle to get the same recognition as white entertainers 

because of racial prejudices. 

 

Zadie Smith (1975-today) 

If you go into a book shop, you would be very likely to spot one of Zadie 

Smith's books on the shelves. 

She is an extremely successful author, having published her first book at the 

age of just 24. 



Her books, which are inspired by her experience of issues around race and 

what society is like, have received many prizes. 

She has also written essays and short stories, and now teaches at New York 

university. 

 

Margaret Busby (1944-today) 

Margaret is an extremely influential name in the world of publishing. That's 

because she was Britain's youngest and first black female book publisher, 

when she co-founded the publishing company Allison & Busby in 1967, 

alongside a man called Clive Allison. The company didn't only publish work 

by black writers, but it did help to make the names of many black writers 

more well-known. Talking about writing today, Margaret says: "Technology 

permits you to be your own publisher and editor, which should encourage a 

lot of us - especially young people - to write and express themselves." "Write 

because you really enjoy it and learn to be a good reader because the best 

writers read voraciously. Get to know the best books out there." 

 
5 Dr 
Strickland 

Dr Donna Strickland and six other amazing female pioneers 

in science 

 

The Nobel Prize in Physics has been awarded to a woman for the first time in 

55 years. 

Donna Strickland, from Canada, is only the third female winner of the award, 

along with Marie Curie, who won in 1903, and Maria Goeppert-Mayer, who 

was awarded the prize in 1963. 

The Nobel Prize is given out every year to people or organisations who have 

achieved amazing things in different areas such as medicine, science and 

economics. Dr Strickland shares this year's prize with Arthur Ashkin, from the 

US, and Gerard Mourou, from France. It recognises their discoveries in the 

field of laser physics. Read on to find out more about six other trailblazing 

women who have changed the world. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/29517434


Marie Curie: First double Nobel laureate 

 

Marie Curie was a Polish scientist - and is probably one of the most famous 

scientists of all time. She was born in the Polish city of Warsaw, but later 

moved to France where she made an incredible discovery which would 

change the world. 

In France, she met her husband - a man called Pierre, who was also a 

scientist. Together, they built on work done by previous scientists and made 

discoveries which would earn them a Nobel Prize in 1903. As if that wasn't 

enough, Marie went on to win another Nobel Prize in 1911. She was the first 

woman in history to win it. 

So what was this amazing work? Well, the Curies made ground-breaking 

discoveries about something called radioactivity. Radioactivity happens when 

certain special chemical elements give off energetic particles when a part of 

them called their nucleus breaks down.  

 

6 Tatto 
Rugby World Cup: Cover up your tattoos in Japan, players 

told 

20 September 2018 

 

Tattooed rugby players will be asked to cover up during next year's World 

Cup in Japan to avoid offending people, the sport's governing body has said. 

 

In Japan, tattoos have long been associated with the notorious yakuza crime 

syndicates and inked tourists can find themselves barred from traditional 

communal hot springs, or onsens. Players are being asked to wear vests 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/42872803


when using gyms or pools. Tattoos are common among players, especially 

Pacific Islanders. But tournament director Alan Gilpin said there had been no 

objections from teams. 

 

"When we raised it with the teams a year or so ago, we were probably 

expecting a frustrated reaction from them, but there hasn't been at all," he 

said. "We have done a lot in the last year or so with the teams to get them 

to understand that. 

"The idea of putting a rash-vest [shirt used for watersports] on in the pool or 

in a gym, they will buy into as they want to respect the Japanese culture. 

We'll position it as self-policing."  

 

The New Zealand All Blacks have confirmed that their players - many of 

whom sport full or half-sleeve tattoos - will comply. "When any of our teams 

tour we endeavour to be respectful of the local customs and culture, and this 

will be no different when we visit Japan both this year and next year," New 

Zealand Rugby chief rugby officer Nigel Cass told news website Stuff. 

 

Media captionJapan’s tattoo artists fear the loss of centuries of culture, after 

a landmark court case 

In 2016, Japan's tourism agency called on spas in the country to relax their 

rules, pointing out that there are major cultural differences between how 

tattoos are viewed at home and abroad. 

 

The organisation suggested that onsens and bath houses could offer visitors 

stickers to cover up their tattoos, or set aside specific times of day when 

tattooed bathers can use the facilities. 

A 2015 survey found that 56% of hotels and inns did not allow tattooed 

guests to use communal bathing facilities. 

 

Tattoos have not always had a negative image in Japan, but they became 

linked to the yakuza, or Japanese mafia, in the 1960s after a deluge of films 

showed heavily-inked gangsters. 

The yakuza gangs have been part of Japanese society for centuries and have 

an estimated 35,000 members.  

 


